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MONOTONE
WHO: Color was all over the Spring/Summer 2011 runways. 
Now, no longer solely the purview of the likes of Bono and Elton 
John, the colorful shows opened the door for brightly colored 
frames and tinted lenses to also hit the mainstream. 

WHAT: For 45 years, Pantone has been the world-renowned 
authority on color. With color becoming all the more important go-
ing into the Spring/Summer season, eyewear designers have re-
discovered their Pantone color wheels and are having a serious 
color coming out party. Forget just brightly colored frames, eye-
wear for the warm weather delivers a one-two punch of brightly 
colored monotone frame and lens pairings.   

WEAR: (From bottom left to right) The Mykita & Alexandre Her-
chcovitch Atriara in turquoise is a result of the German company’s 
collaboration with the Brazilian designer, whose Spring/Summer 
2011 collection focused on the use of monochromatic color and 
color blocking. Proof that everything old is new again, the 
Oliver Goldsmith Berwick in Milky Blues, first released in 
1979, can hold its own among modern day designers 
thanks to its timeless appeal and blue fade lenses. 
Paul Smith has long been known for his surpris-
ing use of color; for the Aleister (PM8153-S) 
from Oliver Peoples, a purple tort frame is 
paired with violet gradient lenses for a 
distinctly feminine take. New kid on 
the block, Garrett Leight California 
Optical, looks to the past for the 
modern interpretations of vin-
tage classics characteristic of 
the line; for the Hampton 
in a deep crimson with 
coordinating burgundy 
lenses, the monochro-
matic pairing makes 
it feel undeniably 
fresh. A master 
of minimalism, 

monochrome is nothing new to the Calvin Klein Collection; but take 
an undeniably vintage-inspired frame (the CK7288S from Marchon) 
and present it in smoky crystal acetate with canary yellow lenses 
and it looks downright futuristic and definitely on-trend.

WHY: Forget rose colored glasses, today’s optimist can see the 
world in any hue their little heart desires and look über fashionable 
while doing so. The great news is that many ECPs and labs are 
already equipped to tint lenses, so even if a frame doesn’t come in 
monochrome just about any frame and 
lens combo can be custom-
ized for your custom-
ers to hit this 
trend.


